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Short highlight:  This idea can be 

implemented as a Procreation Centre framework and network of applications 

& services to help Adaptive presence and Process optimization, where Quick 

Infer and Produce Synergy can assist automobile and automotive 

manufacturers. Work in progress URL: 

www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/procreation 

A. Scope of the Procreation Centre:   

Manufacture/Co-production/Supply/Deployment of  

1. Grid Enabled Vehicles 

2. Special Need Vehicles (like Ambulances, Mobile Healthcare Units, Fire 

engines, Emergency Response Vehicles, Disaster Management Vehicles, Solid 

Waste Management Vehicles, Hazardous Waste Vehicles, Hazardous Goods 

and Materials Vehicles, Government Official Convoy(s)) 

3.  Automotive Systems 

4. Automotive Solutions for Industry 4.0, Digitally Connected Manufacturing, 

Smart Connected Manufacturing and Procreation Calendar Connected 

Manufacturing 

5. Automotive Spare Parts   6. Automotive Safety Systems 

7. Industrial Sensor Technologies 

8. V2X Communication Technologies 

http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/procreation
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B. The Procreation Centre will include functions such as 

1. Registration via a selection of a category for the Sphere of Control and the 

payment of a Service Fee 

2. Self-Assessment for Austere Green Risk Probability 

3. Agreement signing for  

(a) Manufacturing that is Procreation Calendar Connected Manufacturing, 

Digitally Connected Manufacturing and Smart Connected Manufacturing 

(b) Procreation Seed Policy based Design to market lifecycles and Provisioning  

(c) Revenue Inter-relationship Corpus Fund 

(d) Procreation Credit Coupon System 

4. Registration into the Fast Track  

5. Selection of Procreation Seed Capital options 

6. Adapting to Demand/Supply Dynamics for different kinds of purchasers 

and investors 

7. Preparing of a roadmap for Target Market Influencers like Industry 4.0 

compliance, Fast Track ratings and Fast Track credit ratings  

8. Incorporating of COOX (Collaborative Operations and Execution) and 

Accelerators to procreate, to brand, to draw investment, to sell 

9. Learning Curve Reduction in Design to market lifecycles via MES 

(Manufacturing Execution Systems), MOM (Manufacturing Operations 

Management), ICS (Industrial Control System and SCADA) networks, Machine 

Learning  

10. Re-inventing the Manufacturing cycle for the Sphere of Control category 
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B.1 Project plan and rollout estimation via URL mentioned 

Phase 1: 5 registrations for 5 select domains (Duration 1 month, Design to market 

lifecycle or Pilot lifecycle for Procreation connected manufacturing or services) 

Phase 2 (Stage 2): 5-10 registrations for all domains in Bengaluru (Duration 2 

months) 

Phase 3 (Stage 3): 10-100 registrations for all domains in Bengaluru (Duration 2 

months) 

Phase 4 (Stage 4): multiples of 100 registrations for all domains in Bengaluru 

(Duration 2 months) 

Phase 5 (Stage 5): Proof of concept for another location in Karnataka (Duration 2 

months) 

B.2 Details of team and resources needed 

TBD 

B.3 Details of technologies and development platforms expected to be used  

Digitally Connected Manufacturing best practices, SMART Connected 

Manufacturing best practices, Industry 4.0 best practices, Cloud computing, IoT 

B.4 Learning Curve Reduction in Design to market lifecycles via  

+ MES (Manufacturing Execution Systems),  

+ MOM (Manufacturing Operations Management),  

+ ICS (Industrial Control System and SCADA) networks,  

+ Machine Learning  

B.5 Detailed project plan 

TBD  
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C. Sceptical understanding 
 
As furtherance to Industry 4.0, Digitally Connected Manufacturing or Smart 
Connected Manufacturing, (Automobile or Automotive) Manufacturing 
Systems will need to improve synergy. This can be done by enforcing that a 
manufacturer, supplier and/or distribution network and its link’s, need to be 
intelligently self-assessed for 3 macro-processes: 
 
a. Adaptive Presence and Remedial Crisis Management  
 
b. Networked Supply Chain Management  
 
c. Manufacturer/Supplier/Distributor Relationship Management  
 

A. Today we are amidst a health threat 

Today most business pretexts and convergence is decided based on the Law of 
Normal Distribution that is about meeting demand with supply to flourish in 
business.  
 
This is not trends sensitive as there is no Failure Mode Cause and Effect 
Analysis (FMCEA) incorporated for functions of meeting demand with supply or 
use of resources.  
 
Today the issues are about many organizations not having funds to pay their 
employees or even outsourced staff, the emerging job crisis where there are 
not enough jobs available for people either due to inadequate “skill, or 
proficiency or Return of Investment” OR “due to reduced sales” or “due to 
solutions, products, services related projects not being in the pipeline to pay 
for human resources”.  
 
The Law of Inter-vertebral Distribution is about stake holding for growing 
demand or evolutionary need by using inter-vertebral instrumentation like 
HGI culture, Golden section functions, Fibonacci spirals to guide the 
fundamentals for sustainable development and growth. Today amidst the 
COVID-19 health threat, emphasizing concepts like these would not help.  
The invaluable development for improved demand fulfilment being,  
businesses will need to universally work on implementing solutions for the 
emerging crisis of uncontrolled Veritability of Service (VoS) and unaddressed 
Social Accountability for demand/supply procreation. 
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B. Risk Mitigation of demand/supply  
 
The Business Incubation Idea 
 
Step 1: Designing a Procreation Centre (sphere/globe)  
 
Added to the market analysis of identifying demand / supply risks, the need is 
to 
 
1. Identify gap-bridging-purchasers from sensitive locations that may be prone 
to  
 
a. Natural disasters like earthquakes, floods, cyclones, hurricanes, famine, 
drought, heat wave, cold wave etc.  
 
b. Man-made disasters like fires, degradation of the environment, 
infrastructure failures etc  
 
c. Migrants or refugee entry, where the local functionaries will not be able to 
predict any demand for commuting earlier  
 
2. Identify pull-effect-purchasers from across the globe locations affected by 
reduction in public investments in a manufacturing sector, where this could 
cause a pull effect.  
 
3. Identify import-purchasers from across the globe locations that announce 
reduction in the import duties levied on manufactured goods or products, 
where this could cause a positive-demand effect.  
 

4. Identify interested non-profit organizations or NGOs (Non-governmental 

organizations) from across the globe locations where community benefits in 

using certain manufactured goods or products are quite significant. 
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Step 2.A: Assistance and Guidance to help interrelationship for risk 
mitigation 
 
1. Manufacturers registered with the (new proposal) Procreation Centre 
should be recognized entities that are provided help in the form of fast track 
cash or credit to manufacture their goods or products for the new Procreation 
sphere.  
 
To do this, the manufacturers must be given a Procreation seed capital that 
can be used during a particular period, where the manufacturer must thereon 
submit an account of numbers produced, numbers tangibly utilized, 
depreciated production, earnings, losses, expenses, liabilities incurred at the 
end of the period so tallying can be done.  
 
2. These recognized manufacturers must also be provided assistance and 
guidance to ensure they can avail of budgeted resources, facilities and 
infrastructure, where the same can be provided on a Procreation seed policy 
basis that ensures the manufacturer can slowly repay money for costs 
incurred.  
 
3. These recognized manufacturers must also be assisted in preparing target 

market influencers for their products, where they can identify thresholds of 

variance to ensure sales ensure subsistence or sustainable manufacturing.  

These target market influencers will need to be consolidated by the governing 

bodies of the Procreation Centre, to print subsistence-transaction-related-

credit coupon books of different denominations for various systems that are 

available to the purchaser to facilitate selling of goods or products on the basis 

of the need. 

The (new) Procreation seed capital system will ensure most manufacturers are 
equipped on par with other manufacturers. It will also help the Government (if 
an investor) or the new Advisory panel disentangle “scaled to size or 
entrepreneur level” manufacturers from inflation, subsistence crisis, cost crisis, 
demonetization issues and other fiscal policy issues that can affect the 
manufacturer, the supply chain, the end-consumer and also finally the 
environment.  
 
The subsistence-transaction-related-credit coupon system similar to the many 

others will ensure that purchasers will not be unpredictably affected by steep 
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rises in prices, cash availability due to decisions related to demonetization, or 

other changes that may not favor a subsistence-transaction system, where 

subsistence-transactions can add reduce the difficulties in purchasing or 

needing “expected” goods or products.  

The mode of payment for these coupon books can either be Advisory “loan 

based, cash, debit or credit card, or other e-Cash services”.  

Dealers, sellers or other supply chain entities receiving the coupons could get 

the same converted into cash, credit or other supply chain related subsistence-

transaction provisions, where costs of adding different systems can be opted 

for either for sale or purchase. 

Step 2.B: Accelerators to help sell goods and products  
 
1. There should be a endeavour based competitive brand differentiation, 
(which is not just based on manufacturing and technological intelligence & 
other future-interest or tech-savvy abilities) but (with more focus on the 
hazards or harm the concerned goods or products can cause on remaining 
unsold or sold as unplanned-for-scrap).  
 
2. Show of appreciation of any “crisis mitigation” or “climate change 
mitigation” specific manufacturing, systems or procedures that have been 
followed by the manufacturer (as responsiveness for the globally vital factor 
i.e. the environmentally conscious production and involvement for 
subsistence).  
 
3. Adherence to any new Austere Green Risk probability (for the different 

Procreation influencers) that may have been identified earlier during any 

registration procedure of the profile. 

Step 3: Reaching for the market (by interested manufacturers)  
 
a. Drawing investment: Providing information about the profile of the good or 
product and any vendor guidance sought could help estimate the Procreation 
seed capital, and also understand the cost factor and market & technology 
relevance in manufacturing the product.  
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This information could be added to the details related to the product to ensure 
fair purchase and any subsequent subsistence-transaction-related-credits that 
must be within limits.  
 
b. Branding: Adding information about the Quality and Personal & 
environmental Health influencers of the good or product could also help the 
manufacturer reach out to conscious buyers and forward lifetime based 
purchasers.  
 

c. Displaying Fast track credits: Adding a credibility basis to the manufacturer 

and the good or product in this market could help make the demand/supply 

and production system more transparent. 

 
Step 3.A: Fast track credits could be defined based on  
 
Credit 1: Projected global demand for the good or product 
 
Credit 2: Projected country wide demand for the good or product  
 
Credit 3: Projected state wide demand for the good or product  
 
Credit 4: Projected region wide demand for the good or product  
 
Credit 5: Projected location wide demand for the good or product  
 
Credit 6: Any emerging industry based demand for the good or product  
 
Credit 7: Any proactive and responsiveness based demand for the good or 
product  
 
Credit 8: Procreation calendar based demand for the goods or products  
 
Credit 9: CCMA based adherence by the manufacturer 
 
Credit 10: Subsistence-transaction-related-credits based demand for the good 
or product 
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where Credit 1 could be the highest demand for product ranking and Credit 

8,9,10 could be the subsistence transaction ranking that could improve 

forward lifetime thinking, where manufacturers and products with the right 

credit ranking will be preferred in the “priority-for-Austere-Green-product-

purchase” pipeline. 

Step 3.B: Facilitating change  
 
If there are purchases that intend to overlook any fast track credit associated 
with the manufacturer and product, this decision will need to be justified- for-
pretext to prevent any collateral damage to the Austere-Green roadmap or 
unwarranted loss to the Calendar for manufacturing of brands, models or 
products by other manufacturers.  
 
4. Tangible issues in creating such a market  
 
4.1. Non-existence of accountable procreation assistance and guidance for 
complete design-to-market lifecycles during scenarios like priority of need, 
demand or supply fluctuations, climate change, cash crunch periods, and other 
market related dynamics.  
 
4.2. Non-existence of accountable methodology for priority promotion of the 
product/ sensitization of adherence in product, systems, components and 
parts till purchase.  
 

4.3. Non-existence of accountable methodology for transporting goods or 

products from different sale locations to the Procreation sphere’s locations. 

 
4.4. Non-existence of accountable methodology to reduce learning curve 
among manufacturers who just design, manage specifications or manufacture 
without augmented knowledge acquisition for the Procreation sphere.  
 
4.5. Non-existence of a “Conscious Branding” technology based solution that 
ensures skilful interfacing between manufacturer and buyer when production 
versus purchase-or-investment-for-supply is not consciously well-timed or 
well-defined.  
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4.6. Non-existence of any Conscious Branding Model that can be associated 
with a manufacturer to help ensure that the fast track clearance can alleviate 
demand/supply problems.  
 
4.7. Non-existence of any subsistence based policy that can fund purchasers, 
disburse cash or credit schemes, provide resources and coordinate services to 
help manufacturers prioritize for the market.  
 

5. As the money invested should help ROI or revenue generation for payback 
to investors  
 
The openness of the manufacturers and purchasers for agreeing to register, 
record or review details and also pay a fast track service fee and as per priority 
support a revenue interrelationship corpus fund is important for the 
deployment of fast track solution and its enabling of demand/supply 
effectiveness.  
 
The fast track solution will prevent new cross-realms from affecting the 
manufacturing industry keeping in mind that climate change, global warming, 
cost crisis, cash crunch, need uncertainty, social accountability for Procreation 
and critical grievance redressal will soon shape all our lives.  
 
For the evaluator it needs to be said that this section on addressing demand 
drop or price drop is a projection on what can be done.  
 
 

  It has not evolved after any consensus being drawn for 
manufacturing provisions by any policy making authority and today needs to 
be treated as an opinion or case study.  


